FASB Issues Guidance for Measuring Fair Value for US Issuers – No Credit Implications Anticipated; Disclosures Helpful

Key Take-Aways

- SFAS 157 defines and establishes a framework for measuring fair value if required by other accounting pronouncements, it does not require any new fair value measurements.
- Any company that uses fair value would need to implement the standard, however we believe US securities firms, with their increasingly complex trading books, will be most impacted.
- That being said, it appears the standard is not a major change from current valuation practices and we do not expect the consolidated impact to be notable either from an absolute value or earnings volatility perspective.
- The standard could have a broad impact on purchase accounting by forcing companies to assign value to non-financial assets they plan to retire. When and how these values would be subsequently written-off is unclear. Moody’s could potentially make analytical adjustments to financial statements for these items if we believe the valuation required by the standard is not reflective of the actual value the company will derive from the asset.
- The standard requires disclosures which relate to the extent to which fair value is used, where an entity’s valuation technique falls within a hierarchy and, for assets and liabilities remeasured at fair value on a recurring basis using unobservable inputs, the related income statement impact. The disclosures which we consider to be most helpful are; 1) a uniform presentation of the amount of assets and liabilities valued using “unobservable” inputs and 2) for assets and liabilities remeasured at fair value on a recurring basis, the quantification of the income statement impact of assets and liabilities valued using unobservable inputs (with further identification of the amount of this impact related to unrealized gains and losses). These disclosures will improve financial statement users’ understanding of the impact on a company’s results of transactions which lack price transparency. However, they do not provide a comprehensive understanding of the true reliability or the sensitivity of valuations.
The New Standard

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) recently issued Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 157 – Fair Value Measurements (SFAS 157), which defines and establishes a framework for measuring fair value. The statement does not require any new fair value measurements, but provides guidance on how to apply fair value if required under other accounting pronouncements. SFAS 157 is effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after November 15, 2007 (early adoption is permitted).

Not Much Earnings Impact Expected

Although any US company that uses fair value would need to implement the standard, we believe the securities firms, with their increasingly complex trading books, will be most impacted. That being said, it appears the standard does not represent a major change from current valuation practices. Therefore, we do not expect the consolidated earnings impact to be notable either from an absolute value or volatility perspective. (Although the standard could materially change the valuation of certain individual financial instruments from time to time).

However, three nuances of the standard are worth mentioning due to their shift from current practice:

- **Elimination of “blockage” factors** – Current practice is to apply a discount to the market price when valuing large blocks of financial instruments as it is believed the “block” cannot be sold at the current market price – the sale would move the market. However, the standard does not permit the use of a discount and requires large blocks to be valued at price times quantity.

- **Nullification of the “minimum reliability threshold” guidance of EITF 02-3** – Under EITF 02-3, recognition of derivative trading profit at inception (“day one”) is prohibited unless fair value is observable (i.e. - based on market data obtained from sources independent of the reporting entity). However, the EITF did not provide guidance in regards to subsequent profit recognition, resulting in diversity in both the method and timing of income recognition. The new standard eliminates this “threshold” as the FASB decided it was no longer necessary with the enhanced disclosures included in SFAS 157 (as discussed below).

- **Consideration of a company’s own credit standing** – The standard requires consideration of a company’s own credit standing when calculating the fair value of liabilities. This will create some counterintuitive results, for example income statement gains when the fair value of liabilities decline due to a deterioration in credit quality. However we do not expect the overall impact to be significant as most long term liabilities are not currently fair valued. This will be a much larger concern if companies are permitted to fair value their long term debt in the future under the FASB’s proposed Fair Value Option Standard.

A Larger Impact In Purchase Accounting?

The new standard could have a significant impact on the purchase accounting valuation of non-financial assets acquiring companies (both financial and non-financial) plan to retire. The framework requires that asset fair value measurement “assumes the highest and best use of the asset by market participants.” Market participants are independent (i.e. not related parties) entities that are knowledgeable about the related asset and are able and willing to transact for the asset. Highest and best use is the use that maximizes the fair value of the asset or the group of assets within which the assets would be used. The impact this framework could have on purchase accounting is best illustrated through the following example:

Assume there are four cola companies. Companies A, B and C each have 30% market share and company D has 10%. Company A acquires company D and plans to retire its brand as it is clearly inferior to company A’s. Under previous application of purchase accounting, no value would be assigned to company D’s brand as, post transaction, the brand is not anticipated to produce any cashflows. However, under the new standard, the value that Company A must assign to company D’s brand in its purchase accounting is the value that Company B and C would theoretically assign to company’s D brand, if they were to purchase and keep the brand in use (its “highest and best use”). The value assigned to company D’s brand under the new accounting would have most likely increased goodwill under the old accounting.

---

1. This statement does not apply under accounting pronouncements that address share-based payment transactions, FASB statement No. 123, etc.
2. See Moody’s special comment: FASB Proposes to Allow Companies to Elect Fair Value Accounting – A Step in the Right Direction or a Stumble into Non-comparability?, February 2006
Unfortunately the FASB has not provided guidance on “Day 2” accounting. That is, how is this item to be treated after purchase accounting? Should the market participant and highest and best use approach continue to be applied? Should the asset be written off immediately as it clearly will not produce future cash flow? Should it be written off only when actually retired? Moody’s could potentially make analytical adjustments to financial statements for these items if we believe the valuation required by the standard is not reflective of the actual value the company will derive from the asset.

The Fair Value Hierarchy And Disclosures: Incremental Insight Into Large Securities Firm Activities

The standard also provides a fair value “hierarchy” and required disclosures. The hierarchy prioritizes the inputs used in valuation into three categories and requires valuation techniques to maximize Level 1 and 2 inputs and minimize Level 3 inputs. Where within the fair value hierarchy an instrument falls is determined based on the lowest level (i.e. - 1, 2 or 3) input that is significant to fair value:

- **Level 1** – Observable (i.e. - based on market data obtained from sources independent of the reporting entity) inputs that reflect “quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the reporting entity has the ability to access at the measurement date.”
- **Level 2** – Observable prices for similar instruments in active markets, identical or similar instruments in inactive markets, and inputs other than quoted prices (interest rates, volatilities, etc.); and inputs that are corroborated from observable market data (for example through extrapolation or interpolation).
- **Level 3** – Unobservable inputs.

The required disclosures (listed below) primarily relate to the extent to which fair value is used, where an entity’s valuation technique falls within the hierarchy and, for assets and liabilities remeasured at fair value on a recurring basis using unobservable inputs, the related income statement impact. The disclosures which we consider to be most helpful are the following:

- A uniform presentation of the amount of assets and liabilities valued using unobservable inputs. This will improve financial statement users’ understanding of the impact on a company’s balance sheet of transactions which lack price transparency. In regards to securities firms, the general magnitude of their activities involving transactions which lack price transparency is generally already known. Additionally, most securities firms currently provide quantification, in some form, of their assets and liabilities measured at fair value using unobservable inputs. However, the new disclosures will provide more precision and eliminate the comparability difficulties of the current disclosures.
- The quantification of the income statement impact of assets and liabilities remeasured on a recurring basis using unobservable inputs. Additionally, the amount of this impact attributable to unrealized gains and losses will also be disclosed. This will improve financial statement users’ understanding of the impact on a company’s income statement of transactions which lack price transparency, and the amount of that impact which is unrealized. In regards to securities firms, most analysts use the current balance sheet disclosures mentioned above, and other company data, to estimate the income statement impact of these transactions. These disclosures will obviously be significantly more precise than the current estimates.

For each major category of assets and liabilities entities will be required to disclose the following:

- For assets and liabilities that are remeasured at fair value on a recurring basis:
  - The fair value measurements at the reporting date.
  - Where within the fair value hierarchy the fair value measurements fall.
  - For Level 3 fair value measurements a reconciliation of the beginning and ending balances, separately presenting changes during the period attributable to the following:
    - Total gains or losses for the period (realized and unrealized), segregating those gains or losses included in earnings (or changes in net assets), and a description of where those gains or losses included in earnings (or changes in net assets) are reported in the statement of income (or activities)
    - Purchases, sales, issuances, and settlements (net)
- Transfers in and/or out of Level 3 (for example, transfers due to changes in the observability of significant inputs)

- The amount of Level 3 gains and losses for the period included in earnings that are attributable to the change in unrealized gains or losses relating to those assets and liabilities still held at the reporting date and a description of where those unrealized gains or losses are reported in the statement of income.

- In annual periods only, the valuation technique(s) used to measure fair value and a discussion of changes in valuation techniques, if any, during the period.

For assets and liabilities that are remeasured at fair value on a nonrecurring basis:

- The fair value measurements recorded during the period and the reason(s) for the measurements.
- Where within the fair value hierarchy the fair value measurements fall.
- For Level 3 fair value measurements, a description of the inputs and the information used to develop the inputs.
- In annual periods only, the valuation technique(s) used to measure fair value and a discussion of changes, if any, in the valuation technique(s) used to measure similar assets and/or liabilities in prior periods.
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